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The Punta del Eate declaration and the decision of the Trade Negotiation
Committee of April 1989 are the multi laterally agreed bases on which the
agricultural negotiation must be conducted.
According to the terms of the decision of April 1989, the objective of this
negotiation Is
to eatabllah a fair and marktt-orlented

a~rlcultural

trading system,

to reach thl• objective by substantial, progressive reductions In
agricultural support and protection, sustained over an agreed period
time resulting In correcting and preventing restrictions and
distortions In world agrlculturll markets.

of

The decision of Apr I I 1989 foresee• that participants should submit their
proposal• by December 1989.
Thl• document constltutee the comprehentlve propasal of the COmmunity on the
means by which the obJective• outlined above should be attained.
1.

1.

G§neral prlnclplet
Agricultural production has It• own characteristics which explain the
IPtclal characteristics of currtnt agricultural policies and the
specific rules which currently apply to thla eector In the framework of
GATT.
The demand for agricultural products hat a weak price elasticity, which
explalna the very large price variations and which leads to the
Imbalance• which appear between supply and demand.
Production does not develop tteadlly, becau•e It 11 Influenced by
climatic variation• and becauee It re•ponde excessively to price
variations.
Without DUbllc lnttrventlon on pr1ce1, agricultural production adJusts
a~ruptly ln a succession of cyclical crlset. This Is why existing
agricultural pollclaa In moat Industrialized countries pursue. with
very different mechanisms, the tame obJectives: to guarantee and
stabilize the prices received by producers and to ensure security of
supply at reasonable prices for consumera. These ~olleles rtspond to
the diversity of agricultural eltuatlona and also take Into account
social concerns.
The pursuit of theea DOIIclee currentlY ratees very eerlous problems.
to the extent that they have ettmulatad a etruotural Imbalance between
agricultural production whrch tncr•••e• contlnuoualy and demand which
le limited by the aaturatlon of food coneumptlon In the Industrialized
countrlee. Moreover, agricultural policies have, over the years,
developed support mechanism• Including high levels of protection which
have reaulted In an unreaeoneble attenuation of the relationship which
lhould exist between production and the market.
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2.

The aim of the current negotiation Is to correct the situation by
ceaelng to give excessive stlmulae to production and by re-eetabl lshlng
a normal relationship between production and the market. This aim was
very clearly expre1aed at Punta del Este and In Geneva In April 1989,
because It was agreed that It was neceaeary •to reduce tne uncertainty,
Imbalances and Instability In world agricultural marketaw (Punta del
Este), and •to establIsh a fair and market-oriented agricultural
trading system• (Geneva>.
The uncertainties which cloud the long term prospects for development
for supply and demand, as well as tho consequences of changes In prices
which will appear after the negotiation, do notal low us to predict
where the balance between supply and demand w11 1 stabl llzo for the
maJor products.
This leads to a very Important conclusion: the aim of the negotiation
can only be, to progretslvely reduce support to the extent necessary to
re-establish balanced market• and a more market oriented agricultural
trading system. It Is not to set 'a priori' and 'In abstracto', a final
level of support. The polemic which seems to be resurfacing on such a
final obJective has a theoretical even an Ideological flavour; It
disrupts the negotiation by ••owing It down and provokes pointless
questions on the gosslblllty of appl.ylng to the agricultural sector
constraints which no one nas previously contemplated Imposing on other
chapters of the negotiations.

3.

Having clarified the subject of the agricultural negotiation, the
method to be followed remains to be defined. The community believes
that this method should meet the following conditions:
-Current agricultural policies use very varied Instruments: frontier
measures, market Intervention, deficiency payments, various aids. The
different measures must be the subject of a global commitment which
wl II ensure that all support having an Impact on agricultural trade
Is the subJect of a steady and balanced reduction.
It Is appropriate to emphaslet that any negotiation which focused In
priority on frontier measures would In no way contribute, In contrast
to what a superficial analysis might suggest, to an Improvement of
trade. In many cases, without a reduction In Internal support, It Is
not possible to have Improved market access.
Uoreover, a negotiation based In the main on frontier measures would
Inevitably lead to unbalanced and unacceptable results.
-Existing support measures, Including price stabilization could more
eael ly be reduced and a lasting balance restored If one foresees. at
the same time, International arrangements having eQuivalent Impact on
world markets. notably on the management of stocks.
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-The development of aida unlinked to production may contribute to
solving currant agricultural problems, but It cannot be conceivable
to set up a general Mdecoupled~ support arrangement. which without an
adequate price stabilization mechanism would have the same perverse
effect on production as the current regimes.
II.

Commitments pertaining to support and protection

1.

For the reasons given above, the Community bel leves that the
commitments to be taken to reduce euDOort and protection must be made
In terma of an aggregate measurement of aupport.

2.

The characterlttlce of the aupport measurement unit (S.U.U.)
- ueasures lncludtdi these measures must be defined In such a way that
the contracting parties may not escape from the commitments to which
they eubscrlbe to In the negotlatlona. Therefore, the s.u.u. must be
precise and clear. It must cover all measures which have a real
Impact on the production declelons of farmers. This Includes mainly
meaeurea to support market prlcea, direct payments I Inked to
production or to factors of production and meatures aiming to reduce
Input coats which are commodity specific or where a distribution
according to main commodltlea Ia feasible.
• Products lnqlyd!d: Priority has to be given to lectors In structural
surplus and to those where serious disruptions are most likely to
occur. The Community, therefore, proPOses to add to the aectors
already mentioned (cereale, rice. sugar, ollseede, milk, beef and
veal), the following sectors: plgmeat, eggs and poultrymeat.
For products for which It Ia not technicallY possible to calculate
support Ueasurement Unite, equivalent commitments should be
undertaken.
Processed agricultural products should also be covered.
-Other provisions

3.

-

the means of limiting production must be taken Into account. A
method to quantity them should be eatabl lehed.

-

to calculate the Support
made to a fixed external
particular the Impact of
which have nothing to do
commitments may be taken

Ueaaurement Unit, reference should be
price. This Ia the only way to remove In
market and exchange rate fluctuations
with agricultural support. In this way,
on a stable basis and In ful I knowledge.

commttments to bo taken
a) The negotiation should lead to a commitment to
which meets the following two objectives:

~educe

support

·-··

··-·
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the movement towards.a reduction In support rnust be clear.

- the seale of this movement should relate, to a.certaln extent,
to the world marlcet sl'tuatlon •. Indeed, It Is necessary to better
'relate agricultural .pollcles-.to market developments: :t
.. • ..· ...·.
.:"
.

-....

..

-~

...r. ••

.

\~

I,

A mechanism needs to be developed on this point. It should
specify the perlo~ for which world·marlcet prices are taken Into
account and the proportion of the commitment to reduce support
which would be adjusted bY the development of these prices.

Provision should also be made to ensure that adjustments are
comparable, despite different developments In rates of Inflation
In the different coun.trles .

.,

b) The commitments to reduce sut>port should bo expressed as a
percentage reduction o1 Su~port Measurement Units, calculated both
on a unit and total basts. The commitments should bo undertaken on
a regular basis. They may vary by product ,or group of products.
c) The commitments to reduce support could be made ror a first stage
of five years. During th~ fourth year, a study of the market
situation and trade In agricultural products should take place to
establish to what extent and at what·rate the reduction In support·
should be pursued.
As foreseen by the decision In Geneva ·In April 1989, reductions

would be meaaured agalnst·.the.. referenee of 1986, In order to give
credit for ·the measures which have been adopted since the
declaration at Punta del Este.
I II.
1.

Tarlfflcatlon and other means to adapt support and protection
The problems occurlng In the agrteuttural field are not exclusively due
to excessive levels of aupport. The means by which support and external

protection are ensured Is equallY a source of serious difficulties.
- In many cases. there are support systems using different protection
lpstrUments (quotas, variable le~les, exemptions from GATT rules),
wh)ch ·In practice result In very small trade flows and In reality an
Insulation of the Intern\! mark•t from the world market.
-For products which compete directly with one another, there are
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Import arrangements which provide for a high level of protection for
some of these products and either very little or no protection for
other products. This Is the case. as far as the Community Is
concerned, for cereals. their substitutes and ollseeds.
-Finally In some sectors, Import arrrangements are not the same for
a! 1 third country suppliers. SOme countries. Which are not developing
countries, enjoy prlvl leged access which Is not enjoyed by others.
2.

These Imbalances or Inconsistencies lead to consequences for production
and trade, which are not the result of normal competition. One may give
a few examples:
-The combination of high levels of protection and support for cereals
on the one hand and on the other hand a total absence of protection
tor prodUcts which compete directly, leads to the foreseeable
distortions In the level of prices and the demand for these products.
-The artificially very low prices for certain animal feeds lead to an
artificial de~elopment of animal production, environmental problems
a• well as the build UP of costly surpluses.
- One observes the same effecta In the case of the USA when one sees
the results generated by the combination of high protection and
support granted to sugar and to ml lk.
- Theae distortions have serious coneequences for trade. TheY lead to
the high levels of exports which contribute to the deatablllsatlon of
world markets.
-These distortions also have an Impact on the use of land. the
localisation of certain agrlc~ltural activity and regional
equlllbr Ia.
The Uruguay Round of negotiations presents the opportunity to resolve
these sorts of problems by rebalancing support and protection.

3.

Tarlfflcatlon does not provide a reasonable or convincing solution to
these types of problems. Basing protection exclusively on customs
tariffs and envisaging, after a transitional period, the reduction of
these tariffs to zero or a very !ow level would lead to trade In
agricultural products on a totally free and chaotic basis.
The community remains convinced that such arrangements are not viable.
It would lead to a cycle of crises (with their Inevitable social and
political consequences> as the only means of adJusting agricultural
activity. This bolls down to extending to all Internal markets the
chronic lnstabl llty which rules World markets. To go down this road
would lead sooner or tater to an abrupt, Ill thought out, and
conseQuently dangerous: resurgence of the Intervention of public
authorltl•• In the operations of agricultural markets. This Is exactly
the reverse of what everyone wants.
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4.

Moreover, the tarlfflcatlon mechanism proposed Is mainly based on the
same principle as the Support Measurement Unit (calculation of the
difference between the world price and the domestic price}, but It does
not take Into account Instrument• 1uch as deficiency payments which may
have as much of an Impact on trade ae a frontier measure. This Impact
Is related to the dome1tlc price of a product 1upported by the
deficiency payment In comparison with world price•, as well as the
level of self-sufficiency of the countrlel which use thla Instrument.

5.

For these rea10ne, an approach which Ia focusing on a substantial
'•Uu.~lluu ur '-Ufl~rt and ~ret•et left "Y D\Oilno of :an sggregate
measurement of support will meet the ooJ•~tlvee of the negotiation
while avoiding the pitfalls of dealing separately with support and
protection, each In Isolation.
The reservation• above are fundamental. However, the community Is
prepared to consider Including elements of tarlfflcatlon In the rules
of external protection given that the problem of rebalancing can be
solved In the context of tarlfflcatlon. This could be envisaged on the
following baele:

.

-Border protection for the products Included on the list of Support
~easuroment Units, as well ae their derivative• and substitutes,
would be assured bY a fixed component. ·This component, expressed as
an absolute value. would be reduced at a similar rate as the Support
Ueaaurement Unit. It would be completed by a corrective factor In
order to take Into account exchange rate variations and world market
fluctuations which went beyond certain limits to be agreed.
- Deficiency payment would be treated In the same way and converted
Into tariffs.
- Th• same arranaemenr wnul~ ~~~IY tn ftlDQrta. the amount
exports could not exceed that levied on Imports.

grln\o~

tQ

External protection provision• based on these elements and linked to
reduction of support would eliminate the current Inconsistencies and
distort Ions and would lead to a global ·level of protect Ion lower but
better balanced than at present. It would link the world market to
domeatlc markets while ensuring the neceaaary stabll lty and ••curity.
6.

Furthermore, In certain exceptional clrcumttances, contracting Parties
may have to apply Internal quantitative reatrlctlons to agricultural
production or ag.rlcultural production factors. An appropriately
formulated Article XI will, therefore, have to be retained.

~------------------~
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$PECIAL ANQ DIFFERENTIAL JREATWINT FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

1.

Since. on the grounds of the sgeclflc characteristics of agricultural
production, a degree of support and protection has to be maintained In
developed countries, It Is also undeniable that developing countries
which, ae a matter of priority, have to develop their own agricultural
production, must benefit from special conditions In this exercise on
reduction of supoort and protection;
The Community does not Insist on ful I participation by at 1 developing
countries In commitments on reduction of support and protection. It
holds the vie~. however, that developing countries with significant
export Interests or relatively advanced economies have a genuine
Interest In participating In auch commitments, either to draw all the
benefits from commitments made by others. or to better solve Internal
agricultural problems.
In this context, special and differential treatment should consist of :
-a degree of flexibility In the appl lcatlon of whatever rules will be
adopted for the reduction of support and protection;
-this fleXIbility would vary according to the actual level of
development and the development needs of the countries concerned.
Furthermore the possible negatlve,effects of the reform grocess on the
economies of net food Importing countries would have to be taken into
account.

2.

Flexibility could apply In the following way :
-commitments could be restricted to a limited number of products and
expressed In terms which might differ from those applied to developed
c~ntrlea;

- the magnitude of the reduction and the time-frame for Its
Implementation could vary according to the specific needs of the
developing countries concerned.
Ae developing countries also suffer from Imbalances In their
agricultural systems, It would seem appropriate, for, In particular,
the more advanced among them, to partlpate In the rebalancing exercise.
at least for products of major Internal or external Interest to them.
3.

The reduction In agricultural support and protection will, by reducing
overall supply and restoring a better balance on world markets, result
In a higher average price level.

